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Abstract 

ne problem which has remained deeply rooted in multiview geometry is the reconstruction of 

a scene starting with multiple two-dimensional representation of different parts of the same 

scene. This is usually formulated as a non-linear problem which has to be solved using an 

iterative optimization process starting from a sub-optimal solution obtained by using linear methods. In 

this paper, the main focus is to start from first principle and determine the optimization technique which 

can  minimize repropjection error during metric reconstruction of a three-dimensional scene from 

multiple image samples. 
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1. Introduction 

The objects of interest in the world are usually a set of points. The intensity acquisition of these 
points is achieved through the non-singular transformation capability of cameras which are almost 
usually based on signal processing principles, measurement, and algorithms [1]. Although important 
research and developmental effort have been targeted at camera fabrication based on state-of-the art 
technology, there still exist practical limits on the intrinsic parameters such as focal length. [2]. For 
example, the dependence of two important parameters depth of field (DOF) and field of view (FOV) 
on camera focal length f, working distance u, magnification µ, circle of confusion c, f-number of camera 
lens fn, and sensor physical size are expressed in (1) and (2) respectively [2]. 

 

                                                                                                                  (1) 
 

                                                                                               (2) 
 

It is explicitly obvious from (1) and (2) that localization and matching errors [1] are deeply engraved 
in camera measurements. It turns out that the data acquired with such cameras are difficult to work 
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with especially in scene reconstruction and other certain critical application areas, and often does not 
give accurate result. It is important that these errors be adequately attended to and considerably 
reduced in order to improve accuracy, reliability, and computational performance issues in image 
processing applications such as three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction. 

This work is intended to investigate the visual reconstruction of a scene from multiple images 
acquired using a camera with a single center of projection (SCP) as opposed to multiple centers of 
projection (MCP) which is depicted in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. Scene visual reconstruction by way 
of bundle adjustment attempts to recover a model of a 3D scene from multiple images [3]. As part of 
this, it usually also recovers the poses (positions and orientations) of the cameras that took the images, 
and information about their internal parameters [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Bundle adjustment can cope with 
any model that predicts the values of some known measurements or descriptors on the basis of some 
continuous parametric representation of the world, which is to be estimated from the measurements. 
It can incorporate several types of image observations along with their associated precisions and it can 
provide statistical information regarding the quality of the solution. Bundle adjustment tools can 
accommodate different sensor types, e.g. frame cameras and linear array scanners. Bundle adjustment 
methods can easily handle missing data, i.e. points which are not visible in a given image due to 
occlusion or insufficient object coverage. They can also handle redundant data, i.e. points which are 
visible in any number of images [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Single center of projection. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Illustration of multi-view with cameras with different center of projection. 
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Since different parts of the scene are observed from the same point of different directions with a 
single camera, the determination of point correspondences becomes a major challenge. Also the 
camera parameters (intrinsic and extrinsic) and the 3D reconstructed points contribute to the 
computational complexity of the process [19]. The number of the camera parameters is directly 
decided by the number of images but the number of the 3D reconstructed points is largely decided by 
the image resolution and the scene texture. This problem is addressed by using optimization algorithm 
in the form of bundle adjustment algorithm (SBA) to maximize the likelihood of reconstruction. One 
interesting aspect of this study is that apart from intensity variation, there is a strong texture variation 
of the scene. 

SBA is an active research area in computer vision. It provides a concise and straightforward 
introduction as well as a detailed coverage on the unique research problem of re-projection error 
minimization in a wide range of stereo imagery. It adequately addresses the problems of high 
computational and memory costs associated with least squares optimization techniques used in the 
early years of bundle adjustment. This is in view of the fact that the Jacobian of some parameters 
exhibit sparsity which can be tailored to improve computational speed. This concept has been 
successfully applied in parameter refinement problems and has allowed inconsistencies between 
stereo pairs to be removed. It has also enhanced the realistic descriptions and modeling of other 
sophisticated imaging system application [20, 11, 21]. 

There are two trends which have been widely adopted in scene reconstruction algorithms based on 
SBA. One situation is when the scene is fixed and the camera motion is around it. This is of course 
simple to implement with hand-held cameras, otherwise a specialized rig is required. When a hand–
held camera is used the recovery of homographies that map images to each other and consequently 
allow the images to be transformed and combined becomes a huge challenge. Alternatively, the scene 
object can be placed on a turn-table and images are acquired at regular angular interval with a fixed 
camera. This is only realizable if the scene is a portable object or cast object. 

Understandably, [22], the stereo image data obtained by High-Resolution Imaging Science 
Experiment (HiRISE) and used in the characterization of the surface, subsurface, and atmosphere of 
Mars have been optimized using SBA, in view of the scientific relevance of the project. The project is 
aimed at obtaining high-precision topographic information which is at the core of most space 
exploration programmes. 

SBA is also known to have been used in image mosaicking [23]. This approach facilitates an accurate 
3D reconstruction from multiple images of the same. This procedure features result which is 
statistically optimal based on the enforcement of hard geometric constraints. Frame decimation 
discussed in [24] provides for an automatic method which decides on the frame rate for any image 
sequence to be used in a structure from motion problem. This idea makes use of a coarse to fine, 
optical flow-based video mosaicking algorithm. 

Expansion procedure is adopted in [25] to output a qualitative dense set of patches on the surface 
of an object. Feature points obtained by matching multiple images are used to generate initial patches. 
These are continuously expanded until dense patches are obtained. The optimality of the patches is 
determined by local photometric consistency and global visibility constraints. 

In simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem, [26], classical bundle adjustment (BA) 
technique has been used to precisely describe and estimate the position of a mobile robot on a 
constructed map of the same environment. 

Cost function is very critical in the formulation of SBA. The comprehensive theoretical background 
of SBA given in [27] defines a robust cost function as the square sum of all the dimensions of an error 
vector function. This is contrary to the conventional method of approximating the cost function locally 
with a quadratic Taylor expansion. The discussion also provides an entirely different proposition in 
which it is investigated that error-buildup can be described as a function of accuracy that is obtainable 
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through the use of bundle adjustment and helps to improve the reliability of camera tracking. The 
discussion also focuses on how bundle adjustment facilitates real-time application. 

It is observed that the definition of variables in bundle adjustment is critical when large error 
propagation is needed in order to correct global error at loop closure. This will involve constraining the 
expected solution. An adaptive bundle adjustment is proposed in [28] which works in a metric-space 
defined by a connected Riemannian manifold. This is aimed at addressing the problem of single 
coordinate frame which is responsible for the high computational cost of bundle adjustment. 

Since line features from image correspondences is an integral part of scene modeling, augmented 
reality, and visual servoing [29], the ‘two points’ and the ‘two plane’ overparameterization which can 
cause gauge freedoms and/or internal constraints is addressed with plucker coordinates so that the 
feature lines can be represented in 3D. 

In [18], solution instability due to the linear dependencies between parameters when perspective 
algorithms (collinearity based) are used has been identified to be common in imaging situations where 
long focal length lenses and narrow FOV play a prominent role. This problem is addressed by the use 
of a scaled orthographic projection model based on linear algebraic formulations. Using quaternions, 
The mathematical model developed uses quaternions which translate to partial derivatives as well as 
the inner constraint equations for a scaled orthographic bundle adjustment. 

In the method adopted by [30], fast direct Cholesky decomposition techniques are employed to 
solve SBA problem with sparse linear subproblem. 

 

                             
 

Figure 3: Perspective Camera Projection. 

 
The technique involves the use of a compressed representation of large sparse matrices for 

efficiently handling the block data structures of SBA to take advantage of this representation. The 
performance evaluation is proved to surpass what is known to be obtainable from the method used in 
[1]. 
 

2. Bundle Adjustment Problem Formulation 

Bundle adjustment is a technique used to compute the maximum likelihood estimate of structure 
and motion from image feature correspondences. It exploits the sparse primary structure of the 
problem, where connections exist just between points and cameras. This is a non-linear system 
problem which have to be solved using an iterative optimization process starting from a sub-optimal 
solution obtained by using linear methods. 

A camera can be modeled in several different ways. Affine and orthographic projections are 
sometimes useful for distant cameras, and more exotic models such as push-broom and rational 
polynomial cameras are needed for certain applications [11]. Other camera models can be derived 
from it. But in addition to pose (position and orientation), and simple internal parameters such as focal 
length and principal point, real cameras also require various types of additional parameters to model 
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internal aberrations such as radial distortion. However, perspective projection as shown in Figure 3, 
[31], is the most prominent. 

Perspective projection is the linear mapping between the extended coordinates of any world point 
M and its corresponding image point m such that collinearity property exist between M, m, and C 
(centre of projection). This can be expressed as 

 
                                                                   Λm = QM = P                                                              (3) 
 
where M is 4 × 1 vector and m is 3 × 1 vector. Λ is an arbitrary scale factor. Q is a 3 × 4vector referred 

to as the projection matrix. Therefore, in reality, an object or structure consists of several M points 
and image of such an object or structure will consist of a corresponding number of m points. An 
important characteristic which can be exhibited by a perspective camera is for the first three left 
columns of M to be non-singular. It therefore means Q can be further decomposed such that 

 

                                                                                                                         (4) 
 
K is 3 × 3 upper triangular matrix. It is called camera or calibration matrix of the camera. It comprises 

of the optical properties of the camera namely: Focal length, principal point and aspect ratio. R is an 
orthogonal 3 × 3 matrix and t a 3 × 1 vector. R and t are collectively referred to as the camera’s extrinsic 
orientation and correspond, respectively, to the rotation and translation that make up the rigid 
transformation from the world to the camera coordinate frame [1]. The coordinate system C attached 
to the camera is related to the world coordinate system through a rotation 𝑅 followed by a translation 
𝑡. 

For a multi-view setting, consider having Mj scene points captured by several cameras described by 
Qi. Assuming the projection of Mj point due to Qi camera is mi

j. Starting from multi-view image samples, 
multi-view 3D reconstruction involves the determination of Mj and Qi such that (3) is satisfied as 
expressed in (5). 

 

                                                                                                                              (5) 
 
A significant challenge in SBA is that (5) is not exactly satisfied. mi

j has inherent noise superimposed 

during the measurement process. Therefore, for every image point , a predictive model Λ𝑚𝑗
𝑖 =

𝑚(𝑄𝑖, 𝑀𝑗), [11], is required 

such that 

                                                                                                     (6) 
 

                                                                   (7) 
 

3. Discussion  

 Equation (6) is referred to as re-projection error. Hence the problem of scene reconstruction and 
camera parameter estimation boils down to the minimization of the re-projection error between the 
image locations of observed and predicted image points, which is expressed as the sum of squares of 
a large number of nonlinear, real-valued functions. The objective function for the minimization 
problem defined in the context of bundle adjustment is expressed in (7), where c is the number of 
scene points and d is the number of cameras. Vij is a visibility weight which equals 1 if a scene point j 
can be seen in camera i, otherwise it equals 0. If the unexpected variation in pixel coordinates is 
modeled as Gaussian noise with zero mean, then (7) becomes a statistical nonlinear model. Using the 
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condition of linear independence of the columns of Qi, (7) can be expressed as a set of linear equations 
as in (8) 

 

                                                                                                               (8) 

Conclusions 

The parameters of (8) can be estimated using least-squares algorithm like Levenberg-Marquardt 
(LMA) [32]. However, for a large set of object points and camera parameters which, constitute the 
unknown contributing to the minimized re-projection error, the system represented by (8) becomes 
overdetermined. The computational cost will then have cubic complexity [28]. Therefore, a specialized 
LMA known as SBA is required in order to seek a minimal solution. 
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